
Connect

abdenizel@gmail.com

+972 509410039

Skills

Product Design

Process Execution

User Experience

Managing Product

Creating Mockups

Additive 
Manufacturing

Sketching

Rendering

Packaging Design

Programs

Solidworks

Figma

Keyshot

Illustrator

Photoshop

Premiere

and more

Languages

Hebrew

English

Spanish

Turkish

About me

I am a product designer & developer, curious and meticulous when it comes to details.


These days I am looking for my next adventure, where I could use my knowledge and 

experience to develop, create, and innovate better products and processes.


I have experience developing and managing a variety of meaningful products, as well as a 

product manager leading the product life cycle, from idea to product delivery.

Experience

Product Developer and Product R&D
Syqe Medical,  2015 - Present

A pharma-tech company developing technologies that enable precise delivery of a wide range 

of therapeutic molecules by inhalation.

Researching, designing, and managing UX for Saas platforms

Design and develop varied of medical devices which resulted breakthrough treatments

Creating product requirements specification, roadmap, and user journey plans from the 

beginning whether it is a digital product or a tangible product

Conducted market research, user experience research and analyze user needs

Develop user experience processes for the company products and medical devices

Establish relationships with external partners and handled the ongoing communication

Gained knowledge of regulatory processes in product development, specializing in medical 

devices

Designed and developed packages and carry on cases for medical devices

Co-Founder & CTO
Oogime.com,  2014 - 2015

OogiMe is a platform that provides users with an innovative way to join the industrial 

revolution of 3D printing in the kitchen.

Designed 100+ 3D models with over 120K downloads in the first six months

Designed 3D printing files that don’t require any prior experience and can be 

printed by any 3D printer

Researched the 3D printing latest technologies and competitors

Collaborated with strategic 3D printing companies and websites, such as Stratasys, XYZ, 

MakerBot, Thingiverse, Pinshape and more

Production Manager
Erez Rapid Prototyping, Prototype Service Bureau,  2011 - 2015

A service agency that provides different ways to manufacture any prototype, for individuals 

and companies

Managed all development phases and schedules of the projects

Specialized in all 3D printing methods, as well as laser cutting, injecting and 

duplicating soft, hard, and complex materials

Industrial Designer
Freelance,  2009 - 2015

Researched and designed ultimate products and prototypes for various companies, while 

taking into consideration the brand, business goals, and strategy. 


Clients: Tnuva, ELAL, IDF, and more.

Education

HIT (Holon Institute of Technology) - Israel 2010 - 2014

B.Design in Design and Industrial design, majored in design for mass production

AB Denizel
Product Designer  &  
Developer


